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Zalamera BnB 

"Cozy B&B"

Featuring free WiFi, a friendly coffee bar and a relaxing sun terrace,

Zalamera BnB offers environmentally friendly accommodation, using solar

panels and bio fuel. The breakfast is always fresh, with ingredients from

local initiatives. Zalamera BnB is situated in the centre of Valencia, very

easy to reach with a direct connection from Valencia airport, and a

3-minute walk from train and metro stations. Barrio del Carmen is a 2 km

walk. Guests can rent one of the on-site bikes to go to the beach, or

explore the city of Valencia. The Bed & Breakfast is housed in a beautiful

building with a façade from 1880, and has brand new rooms and facilities.

The interior design combines art deco elements, natural materials and

plants, creating a classy yet homely atmosphere. A terrace or patio is

featured in certain rooms. Every room is fitted with free WiFi, air

conditioning, a heating system and a private or shared bathroom. There is

luggage storage space at the property. City of Arts & Sciences is 2.4 km

from Zalamera BnB. Extramurs is a great choice for travellers interested in

the old town, gourmet food and shopping.

 +34 96 101 5015  www.zalamerabnb.com/  info@zalamerabnb.com  Carrer de pelai 44, Valencia

 by Booking.com 

ABCyou Bed&Breakfast 

"Classy B&B"

Right in the heart of Valencia, the good-value ABCyou Bed&Breakfast

offers air-conditioned rooms with free Wi-Fi and a private bathroom. It is

just 5 minutes' walk from the bullring and Estació del Nord Station.

ABCyou Bed&Breakfast's rooms have traditional mosaic floors, bright

décor and large windows, offering lots of natural light. Start your day the

best way with breakfast in the ABC's coffee lounge and enjoy a leisurely

morning in the peaceful garden. You can also enjoy a glass of wine or

beer in the bar in the afternoon. At night, you can enjoy a drink or meal in

the trendy Ruzafa neighborhood, which is full of Valencia's chic shops and

restaurants. Chill out in the peaceful rooms.

 +34 96 381 5560  www.abcyou.es/en  info@abcyou.es  Calle del Taquígrafo Martí 10,

Valencia

 by Booking.com 

B&B Hi Valencia Canovas 

"Warm B&B"

Located just 100 metres from Paseo de la Alameda Boulevard, B&B Hi

Valencia Canovas is less than 1 km from Valencia's old town. It offers

simple, attractive accommodation with shared or private bathrooms. All

rooms at the B&B Hi Valencia Canovas offer bright, modern décor and

each has heating, a fan and a TV. The guest house serves breakfast and is

within walking distance of a good selection of cafés, bars and restaurants.

Valencia’s old town is less than 1 km away. The Carmen district and

Valencia Cathedral are less than 1 km from the property. Colón Metro

Station is a 10-minute walk away and is 1 stop from Valencia Railway

Station. Malvarrosa Beach can be reached in 10 minutes by Metro.

 +34 96 206 6604  www.hivalenciacanovas.com/en/  Cirilo Amorós 82, Valencia
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